What the Critics Are Saying About
Journey of the Universe…
“The dialogue between the findings of science and ancient wisdom is at the heart of “Journey of
the Universe”…
Express Milwaukee.com (5/27/2013)
http://expressmilwaukee.com/blog-9293-talk-about-the-universe.html

“Journey of the Universe is the story of knowledge unfolding, and Brian Swimme is the storyteller
who captured me from the opening line.”
Beyond Media Online (6/3/2013) – overall rating 9 out of 10
http://beyondmediaonline.com/journey-of-the-earth-dvd-review/

“…I was engrossed in the film and I have seen others before that do not rise to the work that
Swimme has put in to his documentary. I found this film to be very educational in a very inviting
way that intrigues and compels to the very end.”
Aced Magazine – Journey of the Universe (6/4/2013)
http://acedmagazine.com/journey-of-the-universe-a-creative-view-of-the-big-bang-video-review/

“The one-of-a-kind film was created by renowned scientists, scholars and award-winning
filmmakers led by co-writers evolutionary philosopher, Brian Thomas Swimme and Yale historian of
religions, Mary Evelyn Tucker.”
Gone with the Twins (5/21/2013) – Review for Journey of the Universe
http://gonewiththetwins.com/pages/news/2012/dvdupdate052113.php

"Journey of the Universe" is designed to inspire a new understanding and closer relationship with
Earth in a period of growing environmental and social crisis.”
Film Crave (6/4 – 6/10/2013)
http://www.filmcrave.com/movie_blog_story.php?id=682

“Journey of the Universe in many ways resembles Sagan's venerable undertaking, being even more
ambitious in attempting to present the entire history
of existence into a single hour.”
Anthropology Review Database (5/25/2013)
http://wings.buffalo.edu/ARD/cgi/showme.cgi?keycode=5578

“Journey of the Universe is an epic documentary…”
DVD Extra -My San Antonio Express-News Blog (6/1/2013)
http://blog.mysanantonio.com/dvd/2013/06/june-4-dvd-roundup/

“Ambitious documentary…”
Deseret News (6/7/2013)- Review for Journey of the Universe
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865581337/Variety-of-TV-series-find-their-way-to-DVD-thisweek.html?pg=1

“…very similar in presentation to an episode of “Cosmos,”…the amount of ground it covers in less
than an hour is astonishing.”
DVD Talk (6/4/2013) – 4 out of 5 star review
http://www.dvdtalk.com/reviews/61228/journey-of-the-universe-an-epic-story-of-cosmic-earth-andhuman-transformation/

“Swimme is engaging… It is amazing how he squeezes so many concepts into what feels like a
leisurely journey.”
A Site Called Fred (6/13/2013)
http://asitecalledfred.com/2013/06/13/party-favors-armand-hammer/

“Our 14 billion-year-old universe is expanding and so is our mind after viewing “Journey of the
Universe,” which puts deep thoughts in easily understandable terms.”
Cleveland Plain Dealer (6/12/2013)
http://www.cleveland.com/movies/index.ssf/2013/06/journey_of_the_universe_docume.html

“Journey of the Universe is the rare documentary for which the host gets credit for my
recommendation…. Swimme’s enthusiasm drew me in. It not only kept me entertained, but made
me want to learn more.”
DVD Verdict (6/1/2103)
http://www.dvdverdict.com/reviews/journeyuniverse.php
“This is an interesting documentary that gives an overview of this amazing journey…”
Wry Heat (Tucson Citizen blog – 4/30/2013) – Review for Journey of the Universe
http://tucsoncitizen.com/wryheat/2013/04/30/journey-of-the-universe-and-journey-of-the-universeconversations-dvd-review/

What the Critics Are Saying About
Journey of the Universe: Conversations…
“… the same producers have a new series called ‘Journey of the Universe: Conversations,’ which
presents interviews hosted by Mary Evelyn Tucker, an historian of religions, talking with some of
the greatest minds of our time — scientists, historians and environmentalists…”
Universe Today review and promotional giveaway (6/4/2013)
http://www.universetoday.com/102669/win-a-dvd-set-of-journey-of-universe-conversations/

“He (Brian Swimme) provides a lot of fascinating information in a relatively short time and
“Conversations” extends the discussion with Yale professor Mary Evelyn Tucker interviewing other
scientists in a more formal setting….”
Movie City News (6/6/2013)
http://moviecitynews.com/2013/06/the-dvd-wrapup-el-sicario-warm-bodies-identity-thief-die-hardin-old-arizona-mosquita-james-dean-last-ride-mad-max-more/

“The series contains interviews and conversations with some
of the greatest minds of our time.”
DVD Extra - My San Antonio Express-News Blog (6/1/2013)- Review for Conversations
http://blog.mysanantonio.com/dvd/2013/06/june-4-dvd-roundup/
Aced Magazine – Journey of the Universe: Conversations (6/4/2013)
http://acedmagazine.com/journey-of-the-universe-conversations-now-on-dvd/

"…Journey of the Universe: Conversations is more likely to appeal to Cosmos aficionados and Sagan
devotees, and it mostly succeeds in providing an overview of the state of our knowledge of the
universe in the early 21st century."
Pop Matters (7/9/2013)
http://www.popmatters.com/pm/review/173064-journey-of-the-universe-journey-of-the-universeconversations/

“Journey of the Universe: Conversations offers a holistic argument that incorporates science and
spirituality, serving up many awe-inspiring moments that deal with the miraculous circumstances
that have allowed our world to exist and thrive at all.”
Video Librarian (June 2013)
“Tucker, inspired by the works of historian Thomas Berry, engages in one-on-one interviews with
scientists, historians and environmentalists in exploring the unfolding story of the universe and
mankind’s work to respond to present global challenges.”
AndyFilm.com - The Aisle Seat (6/11/2013)
http://andyfilm.com/2013/06/06/aisle-seat-6-11-from-mad-max-to-oz/

“The Emmy Award-winning documentary “Journey of the Universe” is being released along with a
10-hour companion series about the origins of the Earth, the cosmos and how we human beings
may fit into the whole shebang. Food for thought.”
Mansfield News Journal (6/12/2013)
http://www.mansfieldnewsjournal.com/article/20130611/ENTERTAINMENT/306110001/HomeVideo-Oz-Hansel-Gretel-available-now?nclick_check=1

"Truly Out Of This World… I would hope that schools will show this as it is so accessible for teens
and high-school children along with adults…A+"
“Best Movies Ever Entertainment News (6/5/2013)
http://bestmoviesevernews.com/journey-of-the-universe-conversations-truly-out-of-this-world/

“Journey Of the Universe: Conversations allows viewers to get a deeper understanding… the guest
speakers are very informative and don’t try to lose the casually interested in their explanations….
that will give a further understanding of Tucker and Swimme’s unifying of so many big questions.”
InsidePulse (7/19/13)
http://insidepulse.com/2013/07/19/dvd-review-journey-of-the-universe-conversations/

While the videos are no substitute for people who have access to college resources, Journey of the
Universe: Conversations could be a great starting point for anyone who wants to know what
science has to say about the origins of the cosmos.”
About.com Archaeology Guide (5/31/2013)
http://archaeology.about.com/od/anthropology/fr/Journey-Of-The-Universe-And-Journey-Of-TheUniverse-Conversations.htm

